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Welcome to Richardson Mail Limited – Payment Protection Insurance Reclaim 

 
 

To enable us to work quickly on your behalf please complete the enclosed forms and return 
them to: 

 
 

Freepost Plus RTAA-LAKK-GKAH 
Richardson Mail Limited 

Stamford House 
Northenden Road 

Sale 
M33 2DH 

 
 
 

Essential Documents Required in order to work on your behalf are: 
 

 
 Letter of Authority – For each claim you are making you will need to sign and return 

each Letter of Authority.  
 

 Fee Agreement – Please sign both copies and return one copy back to us, remember 
to keep the other for your records. 
 

 
 

 

Many thanks 

Welcome Pack Team 

Richardson Mail Limited 
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Letter of Authority 

Name:  Date of Birth: 

Maiden, or previous names known as: 

Current Address:  

 

Previous Addresses:  
1. 
 
2. 

Lender Name:  

Account Number: Product Type: Loan/Credit Card/Overdraft 
 
 
 
Client Declaration: 
I/We confirm that all of the information presented in these documents is to the best of my/our knowledge and belief both true and accurate. 
I/We therefore agree to this information being used by Richardson Mail Limited as the basis for my/our claims against the above named 
lender and the related credit agreement. 

Authority to Act: 
As provided for under clause DISP 2.7.2 of the Financial Conduct Authority Handbook, which states that ‘A complaint may be brought on 
behalf of an eligible complainant (or a deceased person who would have been an eligible complainant) by a person authorised by the eligible 
complainant or authorised by law’. 

1 I/We hereby appoint and expressly authorise Richardson Mail Limited (registered in England and Wales No: 07384980) to consider 
my/our claim for compensation in respect of a mis-sold Payment Protection Insurance (PPI) policy, and if the Company believes that the 
claim has merits, act on my/our behalf to seek compensation plus statutory interest. 

2 I/We further authorise and request that you the (lender/loan broker/card provider) as the provider/broker of all such accounts, loans, 
credit cards of PPI release to the Company any and all information, whether deemed confidential or otherwise, as this may be 
requested from time to time by the Company, by telephone or in writing (including by fax or e-mail), and to do so without delay. This 
includes information in response to a request made under sections 77-79 of the Consumer Credit Act 1974 and/or section 7 of the data 
protection act 1998. 

3 I/We hereby authorise the extension of this Letter of Authority to all outstanding claims with you in respect of any mis-sold PPI policies, 
which you are currently processing on my/our behalf. 

4 I/We confirm that we have lawfully contracted with the Company and have expressly consented and agreed that all communication, 
correspondence and payments from you in respect of this complaint must be sent directly to the Company, which after appropriate 
analysis and/or deduction/s have been made will then be forwarded to me/us by the Company as agreed. 

5 I understand that, in addition to the present Letter of Authority I will need to provide further information when raising an expression of 
dis-satisfaction to the Lender, about the underlying product(s), service(s) and where known, specific account number(s) being 
complained about. Doing so will enable the Lender to assess and determine the complaint as quickly and as effectively as possible. 

Data Protection: 
1. I/We confirm that any information or data provided by me/us or my/our creditors to Richardson Mail Limited will be held in accordance 

with data protection provisions set out in their terms of business. I/We authorise them, their affiliates and selected 3rd parties to use this 
information to contact me/us by post, telephone or other means, to provide details and/or updates on my/our application as well as 
other related products and services they believe will be of interest to me/us. 

2. If  you do not wish for your information to be used by or disclosed to any 3rd party in the way set out above please tick the box  

I hereby confirm that this Letter of Authority is to remain in force until countermanded by me and is not time limited in any way. 

Client Name: 
 

Client Signature: 

 
Date: 
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Frequently asked questions 

 

 What is PPI? 

PPI is Payment Protection Insurance, this was a product designed to protect you if you were unable to repay 
your loan or credit card, in the event of accident, sickness or unemployment.  

Why should I reclaim PPI? 

PPI when sold correctly was a great product. However, clients have been mis-sold the product in cases where 
the protection simply is not appropriate. This has left clients paying for a product, which serves no purpose to 
them whatsoever. Staff who sold the product to clients were often on huge commission for selling PPI, leaving 
the details quite vague, so much so that clients may have agreed to take out PPI when they did not understand 
what is was or if they needed it. 

How much will I get back? 

The compensation due back to you can vary depending on how much the loan or credit card was for and how 
long the payments were made for. The bank will calculate the amount of the compensation precisely, but 
potentially clients could be due thousands of pounds. Richardson Mail Limited does charge a fee for making the 
claim for compensation on your behalf and this fee is set out in section 4 of our Terms and Conditions, which 
are enclosed with this document. 

Why should I choose Richardson Mail Limited to reclaim PPI compensation for me? 

You can reclaim PPI compensation yourself, or you can contact your bank directly for information on how to 
make your claim.  

Richardson Mail Limited have been re-claiming PPI compensation since 2005, our dedicated team have the 
knowledge and experience to handle your claim as quickly and as efficiently as possible. We will keep you 
updated throughout the process and will deal with all communication between you and the bank. We do charge 
a fee, however this is only on successful cases. If you do not have PPI or if your claim is rejected, you will not be 
liable for any fee payable to us.  

What information do I need to provide? 

If you choose Richardson Mail Limited to reclaim PPI compensation on your behalf, you will need to read 
through and understand our Letter of Authority, Fee agreement and Terms and Conditions. Once signed, we will 
be able to start your claim. Details which we require relate to your account held with the bank, for example, the 
bank name, account number and your name and address at the time you took out the loan/credit card. 

Not all clients have this information due to taking the loan/credit card a long time ago. In this instance, we 
would request the bank name and your name and address details. This would then enable us to go to the 
creditor and ask them to review their records to find your account numbers and whether PPI was actually 
applied. 

I have already claimed for PPI and was rejected – can I claim again? 

Banks are under a lot of pressure to ensure that their PPI re-claim investigations are carried our correctly, if you 
believe that this was not the case, we can approach the Ombudsman or the creditor on your behalf and ask for 
your case to be re-opened. 

This is the case if your claim was rejected less than 6 months ago, after this time limit the creditor does not have 
an obligation to reopen your case. This guideline was put in place by the Financial Ombudsman Service and we 
would advise that any claims where the creditor has given their final response do have a time limit of 6 months 
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in order for us to take your case. 

Can I choose Richardson Mail Limited to re-claim my PPI if I am in a Debt Management Plan (DMP) or an 
Individual Voluntary Arrangement (IVA)? 

Yes, we can work with your DMP or IVA provider to make the claim for PPI compensation on your behalf. 
However, this may affect how your compensation could be awarded, please see section 4 of our Terms and 
Conditions (enclosed with this document) for further details. 

How long will this process take? 

Typically the bank has 8 weeks to respond to our complaint, most do acknowledge our complaint within 4 
weeks and depending on the details provided, can offer a compensation amount at this stage. If the bank has 
acknowledged our complaint within the 4 weeks and has not provided a final decision within 8 weeks or asked 
for further information from us, we can refer your complaint onto the Financial Ombudsman Service.  

Please note that due to the volume of PPI cases currently with the banks and the complexity of certain cases, a 
final decision can take longer than 8 weeks. Our dedicated team will keep you updated on your case, and will 
continue to chase the banks to provide you with a final decision. Referring a complaint to the Financial 
Ombudsman Service may result in a delay of up to 2 years, due to the extreme volumes which they are currently 
working with.  
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